Raising awareness: expertise in national and international promotion of cycle traffic
Cycling Training Graz
Cycling Training in real traffic situations
BYPAD – BicYcle Policy AuDit

BYPAD considers cycling policy as a dynamic process.
BYPAD – News

Update in progress

• Contemporary topics
• Online evaluation tool
• Layout website

Next auditor-training:

• 10. – 12. July 2019 in Graz, Austria
• Registration: office@fgm.at
www.metamorphosis-project.eu
“Using SUVs in cities is like cutting butter with a chain saw!”

Prof. Urs Muntwyler
Cargo bikes are climate-friendly, save space and can save lifes. They are an ideal urban mobility and transport option for private and commercial users!
From Exotic to New Normal
¡Thank you!

Susanne Wrighton
FGM-AMOR, Austrian Mobility Research
wrighton@fgm.at
www.fgm.at